
Activate Your Account 
It seems simple but it’s a step many people forget to make. You must register at VSPOneRewards.com 
to start earning points. Once registered, you’ll also be paid points for jobs submitted to VSPOne Technology 
Centers within the pevious 30 days.

Create Subaccounts to Reward A Job Well-Done 
Practice owners can create VSPOne Rewards subaccounts and allocate points to team members for 
hitting dispensing thresholds, receiving customer service recognition, or a variety of other reasons.

Combine Included Lenses and Enhancements to Maximize Points 
Combining eligible Unity® or Ethos® Lenses and TechShield® Anti-Reflective Coatings or 
SunSync® Light-Reactive Lenses earns you more on every order.

Go Platinum for Premier Points 
Reaching the Platinum tier of the VSP Global® Premier Program allows you to earn extra points on each order.

Track Your Points Online 
View the details of the points paid by clicking on “Orders” in the drop down in your account.
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VSPOne Rewards 
Maximization Guide

Visit VSPOneRewards.com today to activate your account, create subaccounts, view your current 
points totals, or use the rewards calculator to see how much you could be earning on every order.
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5 STEPS TO MAXIMIZE YOUR VSPONE REWARDS ACCOUNT 
VSPOne® Rewards allows you to earn points on every order through a VSPOne Technology Center. Points can be 
used to purchase more than 10,000 items from the online catalog, including optical equipment, prepaid Visa® cards, 
and an array of fantastic merchandise. Here are some tips to get the most out of your VSPOne Rewards membership.

https://vspoptics.online-rewards.com/
https://vspoptics.online-rewards.com/

